Abstract. Let f ∈ Fq [t][x] be a square-free polynomial where Fq is a field of q elements. We view f as a polynomial in the variable x with coefficients in the ring Fq [t]. We study square-free values of f in sparse subsets of Fq[t] which are given by a linear condition. The motivation for our study is an analogue problem of representing squarefree integers by integer polynomials, where it is conjectured that setting aside some simple exceptional cases, a square-free polynomial f ∈ Z[x] takes infinitely many square-free values. Let κ ∈ N be co-prime to q, and let γ1, . . . , γκ−1, γκ+1 . . . , γm ∈ Fq. A consequence of the main result we show, is that if q is sufficiently large with respect to deg x f, deg t f and m, then there exist γ0, γκ ∈ Fq such that f (t, m i=0 γit i ) is square-free. Moreover, as q → ∞, the last is true for almost all γ0, γκ ∈ Fq. The main result shows that a similar result holds also for other cases. We then generalize the results to multivariate polynomials.
introduction
Let f ∈ F q [t] [x] where F q is a field of q elements and p = Char(F q ). We consider f as a single variable polynomial in x where its coefficients lay in the ring F q [t] . The result of substituting the variable x with an element in the base ring F q [t] , is a polynomial in F q [t], i.e. for any u ∈ F q [t], f (t, u(t)) ∈ F q [t]. A polynomial is said to be square-free if it does not have a nonconstant square divisor. If there exists u ∈ F q [t] such that f (t, u(t)) is square-free, then f is said to have a square-free value at u. Given a polynomial f ∈ F q [t][x], we are motivated by the question of whether f has square-free values. Moreover, we would like to estimate the number of square-free values of f and show that it is large in some sense. If f is not square-free then we can not expect f to have many square-free values. This is because if g 2 divides f where g ∈ F q [t][x] is a nonconstant polynomial, then for any u ∈ F q [t] such that deg g(t, u(t)) > 0, g(t, u(t)) 2 is a nonconstant square factor of f (t, u(t)).
Hence we require f to be a square-free polynomial. A natural question is then whether this condition is sufficient, i.e. whether a square-free polynomial always has square-free values.
This question may be viewed as a function field analogue of a known open conjecture which concerns polynomials over Z. In the analogue question, instead of considering f as a polynomial over F q [t] , f is considered as a polynomial over Z. The conjecture is that setting aside some simple exceptional cases, given a square-free polynomial f ∈ Z[x] there are infinitely many n ∈ N such that f (n) is a square-free number, and moreover, the set of square-free values of f has positive density.
The case where f is quadratic was solved by Ricci [14] . For the case where f is cubic, Erdös [3] showed that there are infinitely many squarefree values, and Hooley [7] showed that the set of square-free values has positive density. Granville [4] showed that assuming the ABC conjecture the problem is completely settled.
Returning to the question over function fields, a quantitative statement of the question is to estimate the number of polynomials u ∈ F q [t] such that f (t, u(t)) is square-free. This can be asked in the context of two limits. One is to fix a polynomial f and count number of u ∈ F q [t] of degree m such that f (t, u(t)) is square-free while m tends to infinity. The other limit is to fix m and count the number of u ∈ F q [t] of degree m such that f (t, u(t)) is square-free while q tends to infinity.
For any field F, let and showed that, assuming f ∈ F q [t][x] is separable with square-free content, as q → ∞,
where the implied constant absolute. In the estimate above f is not assumed to be fixed. Indeed, fixing f makes little sense as the base field of F q may change as q → ∞. However the estimate depends only on a bound on the degree of f , so f may vary while q → ∞ as long as its degree remains bounded.
In particular, Equation 1.4 shows that if q is sufficiently large, then there exists u ∈ M m (F q ) such that f (t, u(t)) is square-free. Moreover, Equation 1.4 shows that in some sense this is true for almost all u ∈ M m (F q ).
The key tool in [16] is the use of the discriminant of f (t, u(t)) in order to tell whether f (t, u(t)) is square-free. If f (t, u(t)) is not square-free, the discriminant of f (t, u(t)) vanishes. The last can be translated into a polynomial condition on the coefficients of u. Hence the problem can be converted to an algebraic statement about the number of zeros of a polynomial. It may be interesting to note that this tool seems unavailable in the analogue question over Z.
In this note we extend the results by considering a stronger version of the question. Instead of asking whether there exists a polynomial u ∈ F q [t] such that f (t, u(t)) is square-free where u is a monic polynomial of degree m, we will ask whether there exists such polynomial u of a specific form, for example u = t m + β where β ∈ F q . Throughout this note, when saying that a polynomialũ is obtained by perturbing one or more coefficients of a polynomial u we mean thatũ is obtained by changing only those coefficients of u while leaving the other coefficients of u unchanged. For example, t m + 1 is obtained by perturbing the free coefficient of t m . Let κ ∈ N, such that 1 ≤ κ ≤ m and κ = 0 mod p. Consider an arbitrary polynomial u ∈ F q [t], u(t) = m i=1,i =κ γ i t i , where γ 1 , . . . , γ κ−1 , γ κ+1 , . . . , γ m ∈ F q . We will show that as q → ∞, for almost all γ 0 , γ κ ∈ F q , f (t, m i=0 γ i t i ) is squarefree. Namely, by perturbing two of the coefficients of u we obtain squarefree values of f . The last is a special case of the main theorem of this note, in which we also consider similar sparse sets, other than the set which corresponds to perturbations of two of the coefficients of a polynomial u.
As in [16] we do a similar use of the discriminant in order to translate the problem to an algebraic theorem which holds for any field. In Section 3 we describe how the discriminant may be used in showing the existence of square-free values. In this section we discuss first the case of assigning constants from the base field. This is the case where f ∈ F[t][x 1 , . . . , x d ] is a multivariate polynomial, and we ask whether there exist β 1 , . . . , β d ∈ F such that f (t, β 1 , . . . , β d ) is square-free. In Section 3 we also extend the use of the discriminant properties, and in particular the fact that the expression for the discriminant is independent of the base field. By that we prove an algebraic lemma which holds over a general field F in the case of constants assignments. The algebraic lemma which we present for constant assignments will also be used later, when we handle non-constant assignments.
The main result we show, provides an estimate of the number of squarefree values of f in sparse subsets of F q [t] which are given by a linear condition of a certain kind. We now describe what these sparse sets are, and introduce the notations we use for defining them.
Let F be a field. Let a, b, c ∈ F[t]. Define
In this case P F (1, 0, c) is the set of all polynomials in F[t] that one gets by perturbing the free coefficient of c(t). Similarly, P F (1, t, c) denotes the set of polynomials in F[t] that one gets by perturbing the coefficient of t and the free coefficient of the polynomial c(t).
In general, if a, b ∈ {1, t, t 2 , . . . } then P F (a, b, c) denotes the polynomials obtained by perturbing two coefficients of c. If b = 0 and a ∈ {1, t, t 2 , . . . } then P F (a, 0, c) corresponds to perturbing one coefficient of c(t).
In the more general case where a, b are not necessarily in {1, t, t 2 , . . . },
In the case of a finite field F q , the size of
We are interested in finding condition on a, b and c that guarantee the existence of square-free values of f , when f is restricted to the set P Fq (a, b, c), provided that q is sufficiently large. Moreover, we will see that for such a, b, c, as q → ∞ f has a square-free value at almost all the elements of P Fq (a, b, c), that is:
Assuming m ≥ 3 and deg a, deg b, deg c ≤ m, then while keeping m fixed
is sparse with respect to M m (F q ) in the limit q → ∞, so indeed claiming that there exists u ∈ P Fq (a, b, c) such that f (t, u(t)) is square-free for a given triple a, b, c ∈ F q [t] is stronger than claiming that there exists such u ∈ M m (F q ). We note that for some triples a, b, c P F (a, b, c) may not be a subset of M m (F q ). We allow such choice of a, b, c as well.
The main result in the case where f is a single variable polynomial over 
r i be a factorization of r into irreducible factors. Then r is square-free if and only if for every i, j such that i = j, r i and r j are not associated. For our purposes D will be a polynomial ring. In cases where r can be considered as an element in two unique factorization domains D,D whereD ⊃ D, we specify in which ring we assume r is square-free by saying that r is square-free in R or r square-free inD. The same meaning holds when saying that r is irreducible in D, or r is irreducible inD, and also when saying that d ∈ D divides r ∈ D in D or d divides r inD. (4) Let F be a field -we denote by F the algebraic closure of F, also F(x) denotes the algebraic closure of F(x) etc. (5) For a vector (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ) ∈ F[t] n , define (a 1 , . . . , a n ) := max{deg a 1 , . . . , deg a n }
] is a multivariate polynomial, and i ∈ N, 1 ≤ i ≤ d, then f is separable in x i if f is separable when considering f as a single variable polynomial in the variable x i over the field F(x 1 , . . . ,
if the only elements in D that divide all the coefficients of f are the invertible elements in D. (8) A field F is perfect if either it has characteristic 0, or when p > 0, for any c ∈ F, c 1 p ∈ F holds. (9) Let R 1 , R 2 be rings. Let R be a ring such that R ⊆ R 1 , R ⊆ R 2 . A R-homomorphism is a homomorphism R 1 → R 2 such that r → r for every r ∈ R. 
. ∆f denotes the discriminant of f . Let γ k ∈ F be the leading coefficient of f . Then ∆f = γ 2k−2 k i<j (r i − r j ) 2 where r 1 , . . . , r k are the roots of f in F. D k denotes the expression for the discriminant in terms of the coefficients of f . For example, if
denote the corresponding notations when considering f as a single variable polynomial in t or x i respectively. 
If at least one of the following holds (1) p > C(N ) where C(N ) is a constant which depends only on N . Then while N remains fixed, the following holds:
In particular, if q is sufficiently large with respect to N there exist
If q is taken to be large then p = Char(F q ) may still remain small. For example if we fix a prime number p, then F q may be some very large algebraic extension of F p . On the other hand, p and q may both be large, for example if we take q = p and consider F p where p → ∞. (1) in Theorem 2.1 can be viewed as the case where Char(F q ) is large. Considering F p where p → ∞ is an example of this case. (2) provides the conditions on a, b in the case where F q is a field with an arbitrary positive characteristic. We introduce two examples of Theorem 2.1, one for each of the two cases.
If we take b = 0, a = 1 then gcd(b, a) = 1. Hence by Theorem 2.1 if q and p are sufficiently large with respect to N , then there exists β 1 ∈ F q such that f (t, c(t) + β 1 ) is square-free, where c(t) + β 1 is a polynomial obtained by a perturbation of the free coefficient of c.
. This shows that (2) in Theorem 2.1 holds. Hence by the same theorem if q is sufficiently large with respect to N , then there exist β 1 , β 2 such that f (t, c(t) + β 2 t κ + β 1 ) is square-free, where c(t)+β 2 t κ +β 1 is a polynomial obtained by a perturbation the free coefficient and the coefficient of t κ of c. In particular, in the case where κ = 1, a squarefree value of f is obtained by perturbing the first two coefficients of c.
As the first example above shows, the large characteristic case allows us to take one of a or b to be 0, while the other be 1. This is because gcd(1, 0) = 1, hence (1) of Theorem 2.1 holds for this choice of a, b. However, for an arbitrary positive characteristic both a and b are non-zero as this is required in (2) of Theorem 2.1. Hence in the case of a large characteristic it is sufficient to perturb a single coefficient of c in order to obtain a square-free value of f , while in the case of an arbitrary positive characteristic it might be necessary to perturb two coefficients of c.
The following two examples show why the assumption that gcd(a, b) = 1 is required in Theorem 2.1, and why the assumption that
which is divisible by t 2 . Hence f (t, tβ 1 + t 2 β 2 ) is not square-free for any choice of β 1 , β 2 ∈ F q .
Example 2.5. Let a = 1, b = t p , c = t. Let f = x − t, which is irreducible and in particular square-free but
is not square-free for any β 1 , β 2 ∈ F q . Remark 1. Let a, b, c ∈ F q [t] such that gcd(a, b) = 1. By claiming that the condition gcd(a, b) = 1 is required in Theorem 2.1 we do not mean that Equation 2.1 in Theorem 2.1 cannot hold for a specific choice of a square-free f .
Instead, by claiming that the condition is required we mean that if gcd(a, b) = 1 then there exists a square-free polynomial f such that f (t, β 1 a(t) + β 2 b(t) + c(t)) is not square-free for any β 1 , β 2 ∈ F q . The same meaning applies also when we claim that the condition
We do not place any restrictions on f in Theorem 2.1 other than that it should be square-free and that its degree remains bounded while q → ∞. The conditions insure the existence of square-free values for any such f .
2.2.
Square-free values of a multivariate polynomial. In Section 6 we state and prove Theorem 6.4 which is a generalization of Theorem 2.1 that holds for multivariate polynomials.
For
We use Theorem 6.4 in order to estimate the number of square-free values of a multivariate polynomial f at the set
This result is stated in Corollary 2.6. Corollary 2.6 generalizes the result in [16] to the case of multivariate polynomials. In Section 6 we will show that it follows from Theorem 6.4.
Corollary 2.6 (square-free values of multivariate polynomials over a finite filed).
Then while N remains fixed, the following holds:
An estimate in the case where q is fixed and the degrees of u 1 , . . . , u d are allowed to grow was proved by Poonen in [12] . Let f ∈ F q [t][x 1 , . . . , x d ] be a polynomial which is square-free as an element in the field of fractions of
Theorem 6.4, which generalizes Theorem 2.1 to multivariate polynomials, will be stated in Section 6. Here we only introduce an example which is a specific case of Theorem 6.4.
. In this example we perturb two coefficients of each of the polynomials c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c d in order to obtain a square-free value of f . In the case where d = 1 this example is the same as Example 2.3.
is square-free. In particular, if
f is obtained by perturbing the first two coefficients of c 1 , . . . , c d .
The discriminant and constant assignments over a general field
In this section we work over a general field F which is not necessarily finite.
We first consider a special case of the main question we are concerned with, that of substituting x 1 , . . . , x d with constants. By that we mean, we consider f (t, β 1 , . . . , β d ) where
In the special case of constant assignments, the main question we are concerned with, is to infer from the assumption that f is square-free, that an assignment f (t, β 1 , . . . , β d ) is square-free. Instead of drawing such a connection between f being square-free to f (t, β 1 , . . . , β d ) being square-free, the main lemma of this section shows a connection between f being separable in t to f (t, β 1 , . . . , β d ) being separable in t. This connection is given by the existence of a polynomial P ∈ F[x 1 , . . . , x d ] which satisfies the following property: if f is separable in t then P is not the zero polynomial, while if f (t, β 1 , . . . , β d ) is not separable in t then P (β 1 , . . . , β d ) is zero. Since any non square-free polynomial in F[t] is in particular not separable, P (β 1 , . . . , β d ) = 0 for any β 1 , . . . , β d such that f (t, β 1 , . . . , β d ) is not square-free. Later we will use this fact in order to bound the number of non square-free values of f in a sparse set over a finite field.
In this section | denotes assignment. Hence
Also, ∆ denotes the discriminant of a polynomial as defined in Section 1.1.
The last fact can be used in order to define the polynomial P , as we now show. Let D k ∈ Z[x 0 , . . . , x k ] be the polynomial which expresses the discriminant of a polynomial of degree k in terms of its coefficients.
We use the notation
will mean D k f where f is viewed as a polynomial in variable x i over
Namely, if
The right hand side of Equation 3.1 means first assigning
. Then D k is applied to the result. The left hand side of 3.1 means first applying
to the result. The order of operations is opposite in the two expressions. The lemma asserts that the two are equal. Let
Then the statement of the lemma is summarized by the commutative diagram below which holds for any polynomial f ∈ F k .
The lemma is a direct consequence of the fact that D k is a polynomial in Z[x 0 , . . . , x k ] which depends only on k and is the same for every base field.
As we mentioned before the proof, D k in Equation 3.3 and Equation 3.4 is the same polynomial, although the base field is different, hence the expressions are equal.
where
The polynomial P is non-zero if and only if f is separable in t.
Note that δ k is nonzero, and D k t f = ∆ t f is nonzero if and only if f is separable in t. Hence P is nonzero if and only if f is separable in t.
By Lemma 3.1 we get:
Background and preliminary results
This section contains some background, and preliminary facts and results that will be used later in the proof of the main results.
4.1. Separable and square-free polynomials.
Lemma 4.1. Let F be a field, and L ⊇ F an algebraic field extension of F. 
] such that r = h, g . Also, 1 ∈ r since α is a root of every polynomial in r . Hence r is not invertible. But h is irreducible, hence h|r,
] is a principal ideal domain. Hence the lemma follows for the case d = 1. Now consider the case where d > 1. Since h is nonconstant, we can assume without loss of generality that deg
ThenF andL are fields andL is an algebraic extension ofF. h is irreducible also inL[x 1 ] by Gauss's lemma for polynomials. It follows from the case . But the last conclusion is a contradiction to the assumption that f is square-free in F[x 1 , . . . ,
We give the following lemma without a proof, only for reference. For a proof of part 1 of the lemma above see Corollary 34 in chapter 13 of [2] . As to part 2, in fact, a stronger statement holds which is that
To see the opposite direction, suppose f is square-free in F[x 1 , . . . , x d ] and suppose on the contrary that there exists a non constant irreducible
But that means f j is not separable as polynomial in x l . We now show this in more details.
Denote
and denote by K 2 the algebraic closure of K 2 , which is also an algebraic closure of K 1 . View h as an element of K 2 [x l ] and view f j as an element of
. Then in particular (x l − α 1 ) 2 divides h 2 and hence it divides f j . Hence f j as polynomial in
But since Char(K 1 ) = 0, the last cannot hold by Lemma 4.3 part 1. A contradiction which shows that such h does not exist. Theorem 4.5. Let F be a field of positive characteristic p, and let F be the algebraic closure of F. Let
The following are equivalent:
(1) f is square-free as an element in
(2) f is square-free as an element in F Proof.
(1)⇒(2): Suppose f is not square-free as an element in 
Hence by the same argument as in the previous part, it is immediate that f is square-free as an element in F[x 1 , . . . , 
Then as stated in Lemma 4.2 deg x l h > 0. Since h 2 |f j , it follows that f j is not separable as polynomial in K 1 [x l ], as we showed in more details at the end of the proof of Lemma 4.4. It follows by Lemma 4.3 that Proof. We show that if Ψ(r) is irreducible then r is irreducible. The opposite direction follows by symmetry when using the identity r = Ψ −1 (Ψ(r)). Suppose r = r 1 r 2 where r 1 , r 2 ∈ D. Then Ψ(r) = Ψ(r 1 r 2 ) = Ψ(r 1 )Ψ(r 2 ). Since Ψ(r) is irreducible one of Ψ(r 1 ), Ψ(r 2 ) must be invertible. Suppose without loss of generality that Ψ(r 2 ) is invertible. Hence by Lemma 4.8 r 2 = Ψ −1 (Ψ(r 2 )) is invertible. Since r 1 , r 2 is an arbitrary factorization of r it follows that r is irreducible.
4.3.
Derivation of rational functions. Let R be a ring. An operation δ : R → R is called derivation operator if it satisfies the following two requirements for any two elements a, b ∈ R:
is a derivation operator of R[x 1 , . . . , x d ], as it satisfies both properties of a derivation.
Let R be a ring and let S be a multiplicative subset of R. That is, S is such that for any s 1 , s 2 ∈ S, s 1 s 2 ∈ S. By a standard construction there exists a ring which contains quotients a s where a ∈ R and s ∈ S, which we denote by S −1 R. Any derivation operator of R can be extended to a derivation operator of S −1 R, where the derivation in S −1 R is given by the usual quotient rule for derivatives. We state this fact in the following proposition.
Proposition 4.10. Let R be a ring, let δ be a derivation operator of R, and let S be a multiplicative subset of R. Let r 1 , r 2 ∈ R, s 1 , s 2 ∈ S such that
A proof of the above proposition and more information about the extension of the derivation operator to S −1 R can be found in [9] . We will also derive rational functions over a field, and the meaning of that is made precise by the general facts about derivations ring which are described above. 
One way to show the above may follow the following lines. We omit the full details. Let g ∈ F(x) d . Then 
Reduction to an algebraic theorem which holds for any field.
In this section we convert Theorem 2.1 into an algebraic theorem which holds over any field F.
The following lemma provides an elementary upper bound on the number of zeros of a multivariate polynomial over a finite field. A proof can be found in [17] Chapter 4.
Lemma 5.1. Let P ∈ F q [x 1 , . . . , x d ] be a non-zero polynomial of total degree n. Then the number N P of zeros of P (x 1 , . . . ,
Theorem 2.1 is a consequence of the following theorem which holds for any field F. Theorem 5.2. Let F be a field, and let F be an algebraic closure of
Then there exists a polynomial P f,a,b,c ∈ F[x 1 , x 2 ] which depends on a, b, c and f such that
Moreover, there exist a constantC(N ) which depends only on N such that deg P f,a,b,c ≤C(N ) P f,a,b,c is non-zero if at least one of the following holds:
(1) p = 0 or p > C(N ) where C(N ) is a constant which depends only on N . We now show why Theorem 2.1 follows from Theorem 5.2 in the case where F is a finite field. First, over a finite field the requirement in Theorem 5.2 that f is square-free in F[t][x] can be replaced by the requirement that f is square-free. Over a finite field the two requirements are equivalent by Corollary 4.6, since F q is a perfect field. Likewise, by the same corollary over a finite field f (t, a(t)β 1 + b(t)β 2 + c(t)) being separable and f (t, a(t)β 1 + b(t)β 2 + c(t)) being square-free can be used interchangeably, since the two are equivalent over a perfect field.
With the assumptions and definitions as in Theorem 2.1, we now show why the estimate in Equation 2.1 of Theorem 2.1 follows. Let S Fq (f ) c be the complement of
by 1 is given by
q 2 Assume first that a, b, c are such that P f,a,b,c is nonzero. Then applying Lemma 5.1
It remains to show why it follows from the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 that P f,a,b,c is non-zero. According to Theorem 5.2 P f,a,b,c is non-zero if at least one of (1) and (2) in the same theorem holds. Indeed, by letting C(N ) in Theorem 2.1 be the same as C(N ) in Theorem 5.2, (1) and (2) in Theorem 5.2 are the same as (1) and (2) in Theorem 2.1. Hence by the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 at least one of the two holds.
Remark 3. The statement that P f,a,b,c is nonzero is crucial for the reduction, since this is required in order for the bound in Equation 5.1 to hold. In the proof of Theorem 5.2 the existence of P f,a,b,c will be provided by Lemma 3.2 which we proved in Section 3, and the part of Theorem 5.2 about P f,a,b,c not being the zero polynomial will be given by the same lemma.
5.2.
A single variable perturbation. We now turn to prove Theorem 5.2. To illustrate the main steps in the proof, we start by proving a special case of Theorem 5.2 where Char(F) is large, namely (1) in Theorem 5.2 holds, c ∈ F[t] is an arbitrary polynomial, a = 1 and b = 0, which corresponds to perturbations of the free coefficient of c. In the case where F is a finite field, by the reduction of Section 5.1, this implies the special case of Theorem 2.1 which is given in Example 2.2 of Section 2.
Definition 5.3. Let R, R 1 , R 2 be rings such that R ⊆ R 1 , R ⊆ R 2 . A homomorphism Ψ : R 1 → R 2 is a R-homomorphism if for any r ∈ R, Ψ(r) = r.
such that x → x + c. This automorphism is given by f (t, x) → f (t, x + c(t)).
be a square-free polynomial, and let c ∈ F[t]. Let Ψ :
Proof. Let f = k i=1 f i be a factorization of f into irreducible factors. Then by homomorphism properties
Since Ψ is an automorphism, by Lemma 4.
Hence Equation 5.4 provides a factorization of Ψ(f ) into irreducible factors in F[t][x]
. We now show that Ψ(f ) is square-free. Suppose there exist f i , f j where i = j such that Ψ(f i ) and Ψ(f j ) are associated, that is Ψ(f i ) = αΨ(f j ) where α ∈ F. Since Ψ(α) = α we have Ψ(f i ) = Ψ(f j )Ψ(α) = Ψ(f j α). But Ψ is injective, hence f i = f j α. But that is a contradiction to the assumption that f is square-free. Hence Ψ(f ) is square-free. If p = 0 then we are done, since it follows by Corollary 4.7 part 1 that Ψ(f ) is separable in t. Now suppose p > 0, and suppose on the contrary that Ψ(f ) is not separable as polynomial in t. By Corollary 4.7 part 2 Ψ(f ) has an irreducible factor in F[t p ][x]. Without loss of generality, we can assume this irreducible factor is Ψ(f i ), for some i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k. But the latter cannot hold since for any i ,
where the last inequality is by our assumption on p.
We now prove Theorem 5.2 for the special case of a single variable perturbation, where we assume (1) of Theorem 5.2 holds.
be the unique F[t]-automorphism which is given by x → c. Letf := Ψ(f ). The proof will follow by applying Lemma 3.2 tof . Let C(N ) be sufficiently large such that C(N ) ≥ deg(c) deg x (f ) + deg t (f ) holds. Since we assume that (1) in Theorem 5.2 holds, by Lemma 5.4,f is separable as polynomial in variable t. Hence by Lemma 3.2 there exists a non zero P ∈ F[x] such that {β ∈ F :f (t, β) is not separable} ⊆ {β ∈ F : P (β) = 0} But {β ∈ F :f (t, β) is not separable} = {β ∈ F : f (t, β + c(t) Let R be a ring.
In the following lemma we assume D is an integral domain. For our purposes, we need only the case where
(1) Let K be the field of fractions of D. Ψ l can be extended to an automorphismΨ :
] then the greatest common divisor of the coefficients of
Proof. 1: Ψ l can be extended to a K-homomorphismΨ :
by the following rule
Ψ is an automorphism, with an inverse homomorphismΨ −1 :
which is given by
3: Let h be a prime element in D. Then h is a prime ideal. Hence
We now define few notations. For an element c ∈ D denote by c the equivalence
Since gcd(a, b) = 1, at least one of a, b is nonzero. Hence by part 1 D can be extended to an automorphism
where K is the field of fractions of D. In particular, the kernel of Ψ l is trivial. Since f is primitive, hence f = 0 mod h , it follows that Ψ l (f ) = 0 mod h . But Ψ l (f ) = Ψ l (f ) by homomorphism properties. Hence h does not divide all coefficients of Ψ l (f ). Since h is arbitrary the claim follows.
4: Let K be the field of fractions of D. Since f is irreducible in D[x 1 ], by Gauss's lemma for polynomials it is irreducible in K[x 1 ] and primitive. By part 2 applied on f as an element in
Since f is primitive, by part 3 the coefficients of
Although in the main theorem a, b, c and f are assumed to be polynomials, for the following lemma we assume a, b, c and f are rational functions and not necessarily polynomials, i.e. a, b, c ∈ F(t) and f ∈ F(t, x 1 ). We will also perform formal derivations of functions in F(t, x 1 , x 2 ). The meaning of that is described in Section 4.3.
Lemma 5.6. Let F be a field of positive characteristic p. Let f ∈ F(t, x 1 ). Let a, b, c ∈ F(t) such that a = 0, b = 0 and
In the proof of Lemma 5.6 we use the fact that f ∈ F(t p ) if and only if Proof. First we note that it is sufficient to prove the lemma in the case where a = 1 and c = 0. This is because if we define f (t, x 1 ) := f (t, a(t)x 1 + c(t)), and define a := 1, b := b a , c := 0, then f (t, a(t)x 1 + b(t)x 2 + c(t)) = f (t, x 1 + b a (t)x 2 ) = f (t, a(t)x 1 + b(t)x 2 + c(t)). Proving the lemma for the special case will show that if f (t,
Hence it is sufficient to prove the case where f = f , a = a, b = b, c = c. From now on we assume a = 1 and c = 0. Now, letf := f (t,
By a change of variables x 1 = x 1 − b(t)x 2 we get:
We view the above as a polynomial in variable x 2 over F(t, x 1 ). By equating the coefficients of this polynomial to 0 we get the following two equations 
If at least one of the following holds then Ψ l (f ) is separable in t.
( . We now show that Ψ l (f ) is square-free. Suppose Ψ l (f i ) = Ψ l (f j )α where i = j and α ∈ F. Since Ψ l (α) = α we have
Since Ψ l is injective by Lemma 5.5 part 1, we conclude that f i = f j α. But that is a contradiction to the assumption that f is square-free. Hence Ψ l (f ) is square-free. If p = 0 then we are done, since by Corollary 4.7 part 1 Ψ l (f ) being square-free implies that Ψ l (f ) is separable in t.
Now suppose p > 0, and suppose on the contrary that Ψ l (f ) is not separable as polynomial in t. Then by Corollary 4.7 part 2 Ψ l (f ) has an irreducible factor in F[t p ][x 1 , x 2 ]. Thus we can assume without loss of generality that for some i ,
We will now show that Equation 5.8 cannot hold. The proof splits here, depending on which of (1) or (2) of the lemma holds.
Suppose (1) holds. Then Equation 5.8 cannot hold since for any i ,
where the last inequality is by our assumption on p. Now suppose (2) holds. Since Proof. Letf := Ψ l (f ). We prove this by applying Lemma 3.2 tof . By Lemma 3.2 there exists a polynomial P ∈ F[x 1 , x 2 ] such that (1) and (2) in Theorem 5.2 holds. It follows that at least one of (1) and (2) 
Since P depends onf , and hence on a, b, c and f , we may denote it by P f,a,b,c .
Square free values of multivariate polynomials
The main result of this section is a generalization of Theorem 2.1 to multivariate polynomials. The proof of the main result is a direct generalization of the proof of Theorem 2.1. We use this generalization to estimate the number of square-free values of a multivariate polynomial f at the set
This result is stated in Corollary 2.6 in Section 2.2.
We first fix more notation for this section. Let D be a unique factorization domain. For each i , x 2d ) ). Throughout this section a 1 , b 1 , c 1 , . . . , a d , b d , c d denote elements in D and Ψ l is the homomorphism as defined above. In the first lemma D is assumed to be any unique factorization domain, while in the rest of this section D is assumed to be F[t].
To short the notation, we use vector notation.
we define the following notation which generalizes the corresponding notation for a single variable polynomial.
6.1. Lemmas needed for the proof of the main result. We start by generalizing the lemmas of Section 5.3. 
By a change of variables
We view the above as a polynomial in variables
over F(t)(x 1 , . . . , x d ). By equating the coefficients of this polynomial to 0 we get the following equations
The lemma follows from Equation 6.6 and Equation 6.7 above and by the assumption that
-homomorphism as defined in the beginning of Section 6. If at least one of the following holds then Ψ l (f ) is separable in t.
(
f i be a factorization of f into irreducible factors. Then by homomorphism properties
. But Ψ l is injective, since Lemma 6.1 implies in particular that the kernel of Ψ l is trivial. Thus we conclude that
But that is a contradiction to the assumption that f is square-free. Hence Ψ l (f ) is square-free. If p = 0 then we are done, since by Corollary 4.7 part 1 Ψ l (f ) being square-free implies that Ψ l (f ) is separable in t.
Now suppose p > 0, and suppose on the contrary that Ψ l (f ) is not separable as polynomial in t. Then by Corollary 4.7 part 2 Ψ l (f ) has an irreducible factor in F[t p ][x 1 , . . . , x 2d ]. Hence we can assume without loss of generality that for some j , 1 ≤ j ≤ k
We will now show that Equation 6.9 cannot hold. We split the proof, depending on which of (1) or (2) holds.
Suppose (1) holds. Then Equation 6.9 cannot hold since for any j ,
Suppose (2) holds. Since
. Now by the equivalent conditions in Theorem 4.5 f cannot be square-free in F[t, x 1 , . . . , x d ]. This is a contradiction to our assumptions which shows that Equation 6.9 does not hold. Hence Ψ l (f ) is separable in t.
6.2.
The main theorem for a multivariate polynomial. We now state the main theorem for a multivariate polynomial over a finite field which generalizes Theorem 2.1.
If at least one of the following holds (1) p > C(N ) where C(N ) ∈ N is a constant which depends only on N .
where a i = 0, b i = 0. Then while N remains fixed, the following holds:
Let κ 1 , . . . , κ d ∈ N where for each i , 1 ≤ i ≤ d κ i = 0 mod p. Example 2.7 in Section 2.2 is the specific case of Theorem 6.4 where a i = 1, and
As we did in the case of a single variable polynomial, we prove Theorem 6.4 by stating and proving an algebraic theorem which holds for a general field F, and showing that Theorem 6.4 follows from the algebraic theorem in the case where F is a finite field. The following theorem holds for any field F. f (t, a 1 (t)β 1 +b 1 (t)β d+1 +c 1 (t), . . Proof. Letf ∈ F[x 1 , . . . , x 2d ],f := Ψ l (f ). We prove this by applying Lemma 3.2 tof . By Lemma 3.2 there exists a polynomial P ∈ F[x 1 , . . . , x 2d ] such that (6.12) { β ∈ F 2d :f (t, β 1 , . . . , β 2d ) is not separable} ⊆ { β ∈ F 2d : P (β 1 , . . . , β 2d ) = 0} But (6.13)f (t, β 1 , . . . , β 2d ) = f (t, a 1 (t)β 1 + b 1 (t)β d+1 + c 1 (t), . . . (1) or (2) in Theorem 6.5 holds. It follows that at least one of (1) or (2) (a 1 , b 1 , c 1 , . . . , a d , b d , c d 
LetC(N ) be such thatC(N ) ≥ (2( (a 1 , b 1 , c 1 , . . . , a d , b d , c d ) deg x f + deg t f ) − 1) deg x f , then deg P ≤C(N ). Since P depends onf , and hence on a 1 , b 1 , c 1 , . . . , a d , b d , c d and f , we may denote it by P f, a, b, c .
We now show that Theorem 6.4 follows from Theorem 6.5 in the case where F is a finite field.
Proof. First, over a finite field the requirement in Theorem 6.5 that f is square-free in F[t][x 1 , . . . , x d ] can be replaced by the requirement that f is square-free. Over a finite field the two requirements are equivalent by Corollary 4.6, since F q is a perfect field. Likewise, by the same corollary over a finite field f (t, a 1 (t)β 1 +b 1 (t)β d+1 +c 1 (t), . . . , a d (t)β d +b d (t)β 2d +c d (t)) being separable and f (t, a 1 (t)β 1 + b 1 (t)β d+1 + c 1 (t), . . It remains to show why it follows from the assumptions of Theorem 6.4 that P f, a, b, c is non-zero. The latter is true since we assume at least one of (1) and (2) where the last equality follows by Theorem 6.4
